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How is syntactic analysis implemented by the human brain during language comprehension? The current study
combinedmethods from computational linguistics, eyetracking, and fMRI to address this question. Subjects read
passages of text presented as paragraphs while their eye movements were recorded in an MRI scanner. We
parsed the text using a probabilistic context-free grammar to isolate syntactic difficulty. Syntactic difficulty
was quantified as syntactic surprisal, which is related to the expectedness of a given word's syntactic category
given its preceding context.We comparedwords with high and low syntactic surprisal values that were equated
for length, frequency, and lexical surprisal, and used fixation-related (FIRE) fMRI tomeasure neural activity asso-
ciated with syntactic surprisal for each fixated word. We observed greater neural activity for high than low syn-
tactic surprisal in two predicted cortical regions previously identifiedwith syntax: left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)
and less robustly, left anterior superior temporal lobe (ATL). These results support the hypothesis that left IFG and
ATL play a central role in syntactic analysis during language comprehension. More generally, the results suggest a
broader cortical network associatedwith syntactic prediction that includes increased activity in bilateral IFG and
insula, as well as fusiform and right lingual gyri.
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Introduction

A complete theory of the human brain must include a description of
the neural networks responsible for language processing. Comprehen-
sion of connected sentences requires the ability to retrieve words
from the lexicon and relate thosewords to each other, as the input is en-
countered in real time. The system for creating these groupings is
known as syntax, and is generally thought of as a set of computations
specifying syntactic categories such as noun and verb, and stating how
those categories combine into increasingly larger constituents such as
noun phrases, verb phrases, and clauses. The constituent structure of a
sentence is the frame on which interpretations are built; the same
words will have radically different meanings depending on that struc-
ture (e.g., the dog bit the man vs. the man bit the dog). Thus, the human
ability to understand language is based both on lexical knowledge and
syntactic computations.

In this study, we focused on understanding how the human brain
implements the syntactic component of the human language faculty.
Specifically, we were interested in the nature of the cortical systems
that compute syntactic representations during online language compre-
hension. Three regions have traditionally been identified as candidates
for syntactic processing (Fedorenko et al., 2012; Friederici and Kotz,
67 Cousteau Place, University of
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2003; Grodzinsky and Friederici, 2006; Kaan and Swaab, 2002). Histor-
ically, Broca's area or left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) has been most as-
sociated with syntax (Ben-Shachar et al., 2003; Ben-Shachar et al.,
2004; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al., 2009; Caplan et al., 2008; Caplan
et al., 2000; Carramazza and Zurif, 1976; Dapretto and Bookheimer,
1999; Embick et al., 2000; Friederici et al., 2006; Grodzinsky, 2001;
Just et al., 1996; Santi and Grodzinsky, 2007; Stromswold et al., 1996).
In addition, the left anterior temporal lobe (ATL) has often been linked
to computations related to the manipulation of syntactic structure
(Brennan et al., 2010; Dronkers et al., 2004; Friederici et al., 2000a;
Friederici et al., 2003; Friederici et al., 2000b; Humphries et al., 2005;
Humphries et al., 2006; Mazoyer et al., 1993; Noppeney and Price,
2004; Rogalsky and Hickok, 2009; Tyler et al., 2011; Vandenberghe
et al., 2002). Finally, several studies suggest a potential role for left pos-
terior superior temporal sulcus and gyrus (STS/STG) in syntactic pro-
cessing (Constable et al., 2004; Cooke et al., 2002; Hasson et al., 2006;
Tyler et al., 2011).

A challenge for research investigating the neural foundations of syn-
tax has been finding an appropriate method for varying syntactic diffi-
culty and measuring its neural effects. Typically this has meant
(a) manipulating syntactic complexity within sentences, using (for ex-
ample) garden-path sentences, subject versus object relative clauses,
or active versus passive sentences, and (b) using a secondary task to en-
sure that participants are processing the sentence, such as sentence
memorization or judgments of grammaticality or acceptability. This ap-
proach is useful, but sentence-level manipulations mean that only a
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single data point can be generated for each sentence, limiting statistical
power and generalizability. Furthermore, different types of manipula-
tions may engage different cognitive systems and lead to differences
in results. Similarly, the use of a secondary task can induce specific pro-
cessing strategies thatmay account for differences in effects across stud-
ies, and findings may reflect activity arising from a mixture of linguistic
processing and processing related to memorizing, evaluating grammat-
icality, and so on. An alternative approach would be to generate a syn-
tactic difficulty measure for every word, and to take neuroimaging
measurements of processing based on this measure for each word in a
manner that does not require a secondary task. This is the approach
we adopted in the present study.

Recent research in computational linguistics has been aimed at de-
veloping metrics to objectively quantify word-by-word language diffi-
culty. In our study, we capitalized on this work to quantify syntactic
difficulty using a metric called surprisal (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008). Sur-
prisal is an information-theoretic concept that reflects the expectedness
of each word given its preceding context. Surprisal is an increasingly
influential concept in the language sciences because it reflects
moment-by-moment processing operations related to the system's at-
tempts to connect the current input to the left context, based on the
comprehender's history of language use (Boston et al., 2008; Demberg
and Keller, 2008; Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008). Unlike some other measures
of text complexity, a surprisal value canbe generated for everyword of a
text, making it methodologically feasible to relate syntactic difficulty to
brain activity on a word-by-word basis during the reading of connected
texts. The surprisal value of wordwi is defined as the negative log prob-
ability of wi, given the words that have come before it in the sentence
(i.e., w1, w2…wi − 1).

Surprisal wið Þ ¼ − logP wijw1 :::wi−1ð Þ:

Higher surprisal values are associated with greater processing
difficulty: Surprisal values reliably predict word-by-word reading
times derived from eye movement measures (e.g., Boston et al., 2008;
Demberg and Keller, 2008; Demberg et al., 2013; Levy, 2008), the
N400 event-related potential (ERP) component (Frank et al., 2015),
and fMRI activation (Hale et al., 2015; Willems et al., in press).

Importantly, surprisal can be generated at a number of levels of rep-
resentation. Roark et al. developed an incremental top-down parser
(Roark, 2001; Roark et al., 2009) that separates total surprisal into
lexical surprisal and syntactic surprisal using an algorithm that builds
sets of partial derivations and weights them according to a probabilistic
context-free grammar (PCFG). In this parser, total surprisal is
decomposed into portions associated with building lexical terminal
items (i.e., words) in the parse tree (lexical surprisal) and syntactic
structure associatedwith building nonterminal syntactic nodes (syntac-
tic surprisal). In an empirical validation of these metrics, Roark et al.
(2009) showed that self-paced reading timesweremore accurately pre-
dicted from separate estimates of lexical and syntactic surprisal than
from a surprisal metric that combined them. Importantly for our pur-
pose of isolating syntactic difficulty, syntactic surprisal in the Roark
et al. study was uncorrelated with both lexical surprisal and lexical
frequency.

Our central aim was to investigate syntactic processes using syntac-
tic surprisal as a tool, but the present study also provided uswith an op-
portunity to investigate neural processes related to surprisal and
prediction more generally. Recent interest in surprisal during language
processing bears on the roles of constraint and predictability in lan-
guage processing and cognition. Evidence has been accumulating that
the brain should be viewed as a “prediction machine” (Clark, 2013)
that anticipates what will happen next (Bar, 2009; Den Ouden et al.,
2012; Friston, 2010; Lupyan and Clark, 2015; Rao and Ballard, 1999).
This approach has been productively applied to the field of language
processing, with recent findings indicating that the efficiency of
language processing emerges in part from the use of prediction by
adults and even children, and during both reading and listening
(e.g., Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Kamide et al., 2003; Kutas et al.,
2011; Mani and Huettig, 2012; Misyak et al., 2010; Garrod, 2004;
Pickering and Garrod, 2013; Smith and Levy, 2013; Van Berkum et al.,
2005; Wicha et al., 2003; see Kuperberg and Jaeger, 2016; Staub, 2015,
for recent reviews). By conducting a whole-brain analysis of functional
activation as a function of syntactic surprisal, thepresent study provided
the opportunity to begin to study predictive processing for syntax using
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in the context of natural
reading.

In our study, subjects read natural stories (e.g., The Emperor's New
Clothes) presented as paragraphs in an MRI scanner while both eye
movements and BOLD signals were recorded. Because effects in an
fMRI studymay be influenced by inclusion of a secondary task, our gen-
eral approach is to understand complex cognitive processes in a natural
context, an approach that has been used with auditory narratives
(Brennan et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2008), natural reading (Altmann
et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2014; Choi and Henderson, 2015), film
viewing (Bartels and Zeki, 2004; Hasson et al., 2004; Nishimoto et al.,
2011), and active photograph viewing (Choi and Henderson, 2015;
Henderson and Choi, 2015; Stansbury et al., 2013). Here we asked par-
ticipants simply to read naturally for comprehension. To investigate
neural activity associated with word-by-word syntactic difficulty, we
used fixation-related (FIRE) fMRI, a technique that combines
eyetracking with the BOLD response to examine neural activity as a
function of the currently fixated item (Henderson and Choi, 2015;
Henderson et al., 2015; Richlan et al., 2014; Marsman et al., 2012).

The benefits of the FIRE fMRI approach arise from two key features:
First, participants perform no secondary task; instead, they simply read
connected text as they normally would, for comprehension. Any ob-
served effects therefore cannot be attributed to task-specific processes.
Second, because participants read connected texts, each fixated word
provides a potential data point, resulting in large amounts of data for
each subject. The result is greater statistical power. Moreover, based
on our previous work showing that readers' eye movements while in
an MRI scanner are similar to those observed outside the scanner
(Choi and Henderson, 2015; Choi et al., 2014; Henderson et al., 2015),
the eye movement data obtained using FIRE fMRI allow us to verify
that subjects are reading normally for meaning even though they are
not required to perform any sort of separate comprehension task.

In sum, syntactic difficulty was operationalized word-by-word by
syntactic surprisal. Neural activity was measured for each fixated
word using co-registration of eyetracking and fMRI. We hypothesized
a priori that syntactic computations are supported by three main corti-
cal regions: left IFG, left ATL, and left posterior STS/STG, but we also ex-
amined the general whole-brain activation pattern associated with
syntactic surprisal.

Method

Participants

Forty-three right-handed native speakers of English between the
ages of 18 and 35 were recruited from the University of South Carolina
student population. Three did not finish the experiment, leaving data
from 40 participants (13 male) for inclusion in the analyses (mean
age: 21.35). All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal vi-
sion, gave informed consent, were screened forMRI safety, and received
either $20 or course credit for their participation. The study protocol
was approved by the University of South Carolina Institutional Review
Board.

Materials

Each participant read the same 22 paragraphs, 11 modified from the
short story The Emperor's New Clothes by Hans Christian Andersen, and
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11 modified from a practice test for the Nelson Denny reading assess-
ment (see Supplementary materials). Paragraphs ranged in length
from 49 to 66 words.

Language statistics

Lexical frequency counts and surprisal values were obtained for all
words in the 22 paragraphs. Log-transformed lexical frequency counts
were generated from the SUBTLEXus corpus (Brysbaert and New,
2009). Each sentence was parsed using Roark's (Roark, 2001; Roark
et al., 2009) incremental top-down PCFG parser trained on the Wall
Street Journal corpus of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) to gen-
erate syntactic surprisal values for each word.

Given our theoretical question, it was important to generate a syn-
tactic surprisal value for each word over a set of words that was as
much as possible independent of other lexical and contextual influ-
ences. Over the entire set, words at the extremes of the syntactic sur-
prisal distribution differed in frequency and length across high- and
low-surprisal values. We therefore selected all of the words in the cen-
tral two surprisal quartiles for analysis. To generate high- and low-
surprisal conditions for the fMRI analysis, we then divided the selected
words by median-split to form two syntactic surprisal conditions. As
shown in Table 1, the two conditions were well matched on the nui-
sance variables of lexical surprisal, word frequency, and word length.
Because surprisal values did not differ by position, the syntactic surpris-
al values included in the analysis were representative of all word posi-
tions in the sentences. The correlations between continuous values of
syntactic surprisal and the nuisance variables were also low and non-
significant: lexical surprisal r = .014, word frequency r = .008, and
word length r = .002.

Apparatus

Stimuli were presented using an Avotec Silent Vision 6011 projector
in its native resolution (1024 × 768) at a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Passages
were displayed in Courier New font with 4.76 characters subtending 1°
of visual angle. Eye-movements were recorded via an SR Research
Eyelink 1000 long-range MRI eyetracker at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.
Viewing was binocular, but only the right eye was tracked.

Procedure

Eyetracking and fMRI data were collected in two 14-min functional
runs. Each functional run included 11 paragraph-reading trials, along
with 33 filler trials (picture viewing and simple oculomotor scanning,
not discussed here). One run contained the paragraphs from The Em-
peror's New Clothes, and the other contained paragraphs from a practice
reading assessment test. The order of these runs was counterbalanced
across participants. Within both runs, paragraphs were presented in a
constant order to maintain story coherence, but paragraph-reading tri-
als were intermixed with filler trials. Each paragraph was presented for
12 s. Participants were instructed to read silently for comprehension as
they would normally when reading a novel. An ITI of 6 s was inserted
betweeneach trial. Block-level analyses of a subset of these data showed
expected activation across the language network (Choi et al., 2014).
Table 1
Means (and standard deviations) for syntactic and lexical measures between the high and
the low surprisal conditions.

High surprisal Low surprisal

Syntactic surprisal 2.11 (.27) 1.30 (.22)
Lexical surprisal 4.49 (3.72) 4.33 (3.23)
Word frequency 4.59 (1.36) 4.59 (1.39)
Word length 4.23 (2.24) 4.13 (2.22)
Eye-movement data acquisition

A thirteen-point calibration procedure was administered in the
scanner before each functional run to map eye position to screen coor-
dinates. Successful calibration required average error less than .49°
and maximum error less than .99°. A fixation cross was presented on
the screen before each trial, with the first word in the text appearing
at that location. Eye movements were recorded throughout each func-
tional run. Stimulus presentation and timing, and eyetracking data col-
lection, were controlled using Experiment Builder software.

fMRI data acquisition

MR data were collected on a Siemens Medical Systems 3T Trio. A 3D
T1-weighted “MPRAGE”RF-spoiled rapidflash scan in the sagittal plane,
and a T2/PD-weighted multi-slice axial 2D dual Fast Turbo spin-echo
scan in the axial plane were used. The multi-echo whole brain T1
scans had 1 mm isotropic voxel size and sufficient field of view to
cover from the top of the head to the neck with the following protocol
parameters: TR = 2530 ms, TE1 = 1.74 ms, TE2 = 3.6 ms, TE3 =
5.46 ms, TE4 = 7.32 ms, flip angle = 7°. All functional runs were ac-
quired using gradient echo, echo-planar images with the following pro-
tocol parameters: TR=1850ms, TE=30ms,flip angle=75°. Volumes
consisted of 34 three mm slices with transversal orientation. Each vol-
ume covered the whole brain with FOV= 208mm and 64 × 64matrix,
resulting in a voxel size of 3.3 × 3.3 × 3mm3.

Eye movement and fMRI co-registration

The fMRI and eyetracking data were synchronized so that fixation
onset from the eyetracker could be aligned with the fMRI data. This
was accomplished by aligning the onset of the trial run with the onset
of the functional scan. Times of experiment onset, block onsets, and fix-
ation onsets were saved in the eye-movement record by Experiment
Builder. In addition, both scanner and eyetracker time were recorded
via a dedicated TCP/IP port to a separate data logger. This made it possi-
ble to co-register eye movement and fMRI events in an event-related
analysis.

fMRI analysis

The AFNI software package (Cox, 1996) was used for image analysis.
Within-subject analysis involved slice timing correction, spatial co-
registration (Cox and Jesmanowicz, 1999) and registration of functional
images to the anatomy (Saad et al., 2009). Voxel-wisemultiple linear re-
gression was performed with the program 3dREMLfit, using reference
functions representing each condition convolved with a standard he-
modynamic response function. Reference functions representing the
six motion parameters were included as covariates of no interest. In ad-
dition, the signal extracted from cerebro-spinal fluid and white matter
was included as noise covariates of no interest.

The individual statistical maps and the anatomical scans were
projected into standard stereotaxic space (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988) and smoothedwith aGaussianfilter of 5mmFWHM. In a random
effects analysis, group maps were created by comparing activations
against a constant value of 0. The group maps were thresholded at
voxelwise p b 0.01 and corrected for multiple comparisons by removing
clusters smaller than 658 μl to achieve a mapwise corrected p b 0.05.
Using the 3dClustSim program with 10,000 iterations, the cluster
threshold was determined through Monte Carlo simulations that esti-
mate the chance probability of spatially contiguous voxels exceeding
the voxelwise p threshold, i.e., of false positive noise clusters. The
smoothness of the data was estimated with the AFNI program
3dFWHMxusing regression residuals as input. The analysiswas restrict-
ed to amask that excluded areas outside the brain, aswell as deepwhite
matter areas and the ventricles.



Table 2
Summary eye movement data. Mean durations (and standard deviations) for each condi-
tion averaged over subjects for typical fixation duration measures.

High surprisal Low surprisal

First fixation duration (ms) 218 (27) 219 (28)
Single fixation duration (ms) 223 (29) 224 (28)
Gaze duration (ms) 249 (29) 251 (28)
Total fixation time (ms) 278 (33) 280 (37)

Table 3
Talairach coordinates, volume of the cluster (μl), maximum z-score, and the label of
anatomical structure for the high-surprisal vs. low-surprisal analysis, L= left hemisphere,
R = right hemisphere.

Volume Max x y Z Anatomical structure

High surprisal N low surprisal
2322 3.711 31 −1 5 R putamen

3.553 25 13 8 R putamen

3.178 37 −16 2
R insula, R inferior frontal gyrus
(pars opercularis)

2268 4.323 −31 1 0
L insula, L inferior frontal gyrus
(pars opercularis), L putamen

837 3.368 28 −43 −9 R fusiform gyrus, R lingual gyrus
810 3.324 −31 −46 −15 L fusiform gyrus
756 3.758 10 −10 −3 R ventral diencephalon

Low surprisal N high surprisal
729 −4.174 43 19 38 R middle frontal gyrus
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Eye movement analysis

The eye-movement data were analyzed off-line using DataViewer
(SR Research Ltd., version 1.11.1) to identify fixations and saccades. Sac-
cade detection used three thresholds: the eye had to move at least .1°,
with a velocity equal to or greater than 30°/s and with an acceleration
of at least 8000°/s2. Fixation was defined as a period of time between
saccades that was not part of a blink. To be included in the analysis,
a fixation could not have a blink immediately before or after, had to
fall within a word region, had to have a duration between 50 and
1500 ms, and could not follow a return sweep from the end of one
line to the beginning of the next. This resulted in the inclusion of
19,260 fixations across subjects. Basic eye movement measures were
examined to ensure that participants were moving their eyes naturally
while reading in the scanner (Table 2). All of the eye movement mea-
sures were typical of adult readers (Rayner, 1998). Because differences
in fixation duration can produce differences in fMRI activation
(Henderson and Choi, 2015; Henderson et al., 2015), we compared
these measures across the high- and low-surprisal word groups. Impor-
tantly, eye movements were very similar across those two groups.

Results

High-surprisal vs. low-surprisal comparison

The results of a whole-brain analysis for the high-surprisal versus
low-surprisal comparison are displayed in Table 3 and Fig. 1.1 Of most
direct theoretical interest, as predicted we observed greater activation
for the high- than low-surprisal condition in left IFG, and specifically
in pars opercularis (BA 44). We also observed activation in left ATL,
though it did not reach significance with a voxel-wise threshold level
of p b .01 (alpha b .05 family-wise error (FWE) corrected). Given our a
priori predictions for left ATL, we conducted a secondary analysis in
which we used a less conservative voxel-wise threshold of p b .05
(alpha b .05 FWE corrected). The results for left IFG were similar to
those in the initial analysis, but we also observed the predicted left
ATL activation (shown in Fig. 2; peak Talairach coordinates: −46, 7,
12). In contrast to the results for left IFG and left ATL, we observed no
evidence for activation in left posterior STS or STG in either analysis.

In addition, although not specifically predicted, we observed greater
activation in themain analysis for the high- than low-syntactic surprisal
condition bilaterally in the insula, fusiform gyrus, right hemisphere IFG
and lingual gyrus, and in two subcortical areas, putamen (bilaterally)
and right ventral diencephalon. Only one region, right middle frontal
gyrus, showed greater activation in the low-surprisal than high-
surprisal condition.

Discussion

In this study, we investigated the cortical implementation of syntac-
tic computations during human language comprehension. Subjects read
stories presented in paragraph form. Using co-registered eyetracking
and fMRI, we measured neural activity as a function of syntactic
1 An analysis of activation tied to fixation onset, which reflects the average activation
across conditions, showed strong activation across the traditional language network.
difficulty as each word was fixated. We operationalized word-by-
word syntactic difficulty as syntactic surprisal, whichquantifies the like-
lihood or predictability of a word's syntactic category given its preced-
ing context. Based on prior research, we focused on three cortical
regions that have previously been identified as candidates for syntactic
computation: left IFG, left ATL, and left posterior STS/STG. We observed
greater activation in the left IFG for words with greater syntactic sur-
prisal, consistent with predictions. We also observed a strong trend for
greater activation in the left ATL with greater surprisal, also consistent
with a priori predictions. In comparison, no evidence for differential ac-
tivation across surprisal values was observed for left posterior STS/STG.
These results are consistent with the hypothesis that processes specifi-
cally associated with syntactic difficulty are supported by the left IFG
and left ATL. The left IFG (Broca's area) has historically been thought
of as the region most closely associated with operations related to syn-
tax. Our results based on syntactic surprisal align with this interpreta-
tion. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that other processes
beyond syntactic computations that are associated with syntactic sur-
prisal might be the source of the activation in the left LIG. For example,
activation in this region may reflect processes associated with differ-
ences in syntactic–semantic conflict (Thothathiri et al., 2012), which
could correlate with syntactic surprisal.

In the present study, the anterior frontal activation observed in the
left IFG extended to increased insula activation for high- versus low-
surprisal conditions. Although the insula may not be a traditional
focus of theory concerning syntactic computation, its activation is
often reported in studies of syntactic processing. For example, a recent
Activation Likelihood Estimation (ALE) meta-analysis conducted over
54 empirical studies found that the largest cluster for syntactic process-
ing was the left IFG, with two peaks, one in the pars opercularis and the
other in the insula (Rodd et al., 2015). Our results are very much in line
with the results of this ALE meta-analysis.

There has also been evidence implicating the left ATL in syntactic
processing (Brennan et al., 2010; Dronkers et al., 2004; Friederici et al.,
2000a, 2000b, 2003; Humphries et al., 2005, 2006; Mazoyer et al.,
1993; Noppeney and Price, 2004; Rogalsky and Hickok, 2009;
Vandenberghe et al., 2002). For example, Brennan et al. (2010) investi-
gated the effects of syntactic node count for each word of Alice in Won-
der Land in a passive listening study and observed left ATL but not left
IFG activation. They proposed that the left ATL rather than the left IFG
supports syntactic structure building in natural language comprehen-
sion. In contrast, in the present study using a similar logic, we observed
the clearest relationship between syntactic difficulty and activation in
the left IFG, including pars opercularis (BA44) and extending to the
insula, with less clear evidence for activation in the left ATL. Given
that our study used natural reading without a secondary task, these re-
sults suggest that the left IFG plays a central role in syntactic processing
during natural language comprehension. At the same time, although the
results for the left ATL were not as clear-cut, a liberal voxel-wise alpha



Fig. 1.Areas activated in the contrast of high- versus low-surprisal conditions (whole-brain analysis).Warm regions representmore activation in thehigh-surprisal conditionwhereas cool
regions reflect more activation in the low-surprisal condition (whole-brain analysis, group maps thresholded at voxelwise p b 0.01 and corrected for multiple comparisons by removing
clusters with below-threshold size to achieve a mapwise error corrected p b 0.05). LH = left hemisphere; RH= right hemisphere. Numbers represent the Talairach x-coordinate of first
and last slices.
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level along with a standard family-wise error correction for cluster size
did show left ATL activation. Given the a priori prediction for activation
related to syntax in this region based on the previous literature, these
data provide some support for the hypothesis that the left ATL is also in-
volved in syntactic processing. Alternatively, it may be that the left ATL
is related to other combinatorial processes that closely track syntactic
processing (Zhang and Pylkkänen, 2015) or to predictionmore general-
ly (Lau et al., in press).

In comparison to the anterior regions,we did not observe any activa-
tion related to syntactic surprisal in the left posterior STS/STG. This re-
gion has historically been less associated with syntactic processing
compared to anterior regions, though fMRI activation related to syntax
is sometimes observed (Constable et al., 2004; Cooke et al., 2002;
Hasson et al., 2006; Tyler et al., 2011). Constable et al. (2004) and
Cooke et al. (2002) both used an object- versus subject-relative clause
comparison in their studies, and Hasson et al. (2006) compared
subordinate-clause sentences (many ofwhich included relative clauses)
to controls. It may be that these comparisons produce a larger syntactic
effect. Alternatively, the need to resolve complex clausal structures also
requires additional syntactic and semantic reanalysis and integration
processes. In line with this interpretation, Grodzinsky and Friederici
(2006) concluded in their review of the literature that the left posterior
STS/STG plays a role in final syntactic integration following syntactic
computations initially supported by anterior regions. Of course, the
lack of posterior STS/STG activation in the current study represents a
failure to reject the null hypothesis, so caution is warranted:We cannot
Fig. 2. Left hemisphere anterior temporal lobe activation in the contrast of high- versus low-sur
corrected for multiple comparisons by removing clusters with below-threshold size to achieve
slice.
rule out the possibility that the lack of left posterior STS/STG activation
was due to Type II error. However, we note that the study design was of
sufficient statistical power to produce syntactic effects in other cortical
regions, suggesting that the experimental technique is generally capa-
ble of detecting influences of complexity.

Two recently published fMRI studies of surprisal in language pro-
cessing during story listening reported related results (Hale et al.,
2015;Willems et al., in press; see also Bachrach, 2008, for a related pro-
ject). Although the general strategy of using surprisal and fMRI in these
studies was similar to that taken in the present study, they differed in a
number of critical ways, including the input modality (speech versus
written text) and the type of surprisal investigated. In the present
study, we focused specifically on syntactic surprisal for part of speech
derived from a lexicalized probabilistic context free grammar. Willems
et al.'s measure of surprisal was based on word co-occurrence frequen-
cies using a trigrammodel. The trigram metric does not take syntax di-
rectly into account, and instead focuses on general lexical constraint. In
addition, lexical co-occurrence is typically highly correlated with lexical
frequency, such that higher co-occurrence values are seen for words
with higher base frequency counts. Lexical frequency itself generates
strong fMRI activity in cortical language areas (Graves et al., 2010;
Hauk et al., 2008; Price, 2012). Importantly for isolating effects of syn-
tactic complexity, the syntactic surprisal conditions in the present
study controlled for lexical frequency, word length, and word predict-
ability, three of themost important variables in predicting natural read-
ing behavior (Clifton et al., 2016). The present syntactic surprisal effects
prisal conditions (whole-brain analysis, groupmaps thresholded at voxelwise p b 0.05 and
a mapwise error corrected p b 0.05). Numbers represent the Talairach x-coordinate of the
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therefore cannot be attributed to these other variables. It will be impor-
tant in future studies to directly compare the effects of different types of
surprisal and complexitymetrics computed over a common text corpus.

More consistent with the present study's focus on syntactic difficul-
ty, Hale et al. (2015) focused on linguistic prediction. They presented
Alice in Wonderland via speech and examined linguistic predictors
across representational grain size. They observed left IFG activation for
surprisal based on lexical (bi-gram) co-occurrence, and bilateral anteri-
or ATL activation for syntactic difficulty derived from phrase structure
grammars and from syntactic node counts generated from Minimalist
Grammar.

In addition to observing activation related to syntactic surprisal in
the predicted language regions, we also observed greater activation
for the high versus low syntactic surprisal conditions in a number of
other regions: bilateral insula, fusiform gyrus, and putamen; and right
hemisphere IFG (bilateral IFG including the predicted left IFG activation
already discussed), lingual gyrus, and ventral diencephalon. First, the
insula has been associated with a variety of levels of language process-
ing including production (e.g., Dronkers, 1996; McCarthy et al., 1993;
Price, 2012), auditory processing (Bamiou et al., 2003), and syntactic
processing (Moro et al., 2001). For example, Moro et al. (2001) reported
that the left insula was more activated when participants covertly
read syntactically illegal sentences relative to when they read
phonotactically illegal sentences, consistent with greater activation for
higher syntactic surprisal in the present study. Second, fusiform and
neighboring lingual gyrus are involved in visual letter and word form
processing and semantic processing during language comprehension
(Price, 2012). Although there is no direct evidence for a relationship be-
tween syntactic processing and fusiform gyrus, our result may suggest
thatwordswith greater syntactic surprisal elicit additional orthographic
encoding or greater semantic processing at the lexical level, either as a
check on lexical encoding or due to additional integration processes as-
sociatedwith syntactic reanalysis. Third, theputamen has typically been
found to be related tomotor skills including language production (Price,
2012). In addition, and consistent with our results, some studies have
reported that the putamen and adjacent areas are associated with syn-
tactic and semantic processes in language comprehension (Lieberman,
2001; Pickett et al., 1998). Fourth, greater activation in the high than
in the low surprisal conditions in bilateral diencephalon including thal-
amus is consistent with Wahl et al. (2008), who examined the role of
thalamic regions in syntactic processing using subcortical Deep Brain
Stimulation. They found that thalamic areas systematically responded
to syntactic and semantic errors during auditory language comprehen-
sion. Fifth, the observed right hemisphere IFG activation (along with
the left IFG activation) is consistent with the bilateral IFG activation
sometimes observed in tasks that reflect linguistic expectations
(Bonhage et al., 2015; Wlotko and Federmeier, 2007).

Finally, we observed greater activation of right middle frontal gyrus
(MFG) for the low relative to high syntactic surprisal conditions. Right
MFG is typically associated with working memory, executive function,
and inhibitory control. The finding of greater activity in this region in
the low compared to high syntactic surprisal condition was not expect-
ed. We speculate that the effect may be related to attentional processes
associatedwith rightMFG function. During reading, attention is typical-
ly programmed to shift to the nextword as analysis succeeds on the cur-
rent word (Henderson and Ferreira, 1990; Reichle et al., 2003).
However, if syntactic analysis is more difficult, as is the case in the
higher syntactic surprisal condition, this controlled shift of attention
may be delayed, leading to less activity tied to the current fixation in
the high than low surprisal condition.

It is interesting to note that the effects of syntactic difficulty seen in
the fMRI data were not apparent in the eyetracking data. An obvious
question is why we did not observe surprisal effects in the eyetracking
measures given past reports of surprisal effects on reading time
(Boston et al., 2008; Demberg and Keller, 2008; Demberg et al., 2013;
Levy, 2008). It is important to note, however, that these earlier studies
investigated either overall surprisal (i.e., a combination of n-gram and
lexicalized syntactic surprisal) or un-lexicalized part-of-speech (POS)
surprisal, both of which are different from the surprisal measure we in-
vestigated. In contrast, it is less clear exactly how reading times relate to
the lexicalized syntactic surprisal metric we used here. Roark et al.
(2009) reported a significant effect of this type of surprisal on self-
paced reading times, but only for content words once function words
had been removed from their analysis. Importantly, however, Roark
et al. used self-paced reading, which is slower and tends to index later
and more strategic language processes compared to eyetracking. In ad-
dition, the difference in results could be due to differences in the stories
used in Roark et al. versus in our study. Roark et al. used materials cre-
ated specifically to examine syntactic processes (Bachrach, 2008) and
included many sentences that tended to be relatively complex and dif-
ficult. In comparison, we used passages that were created independent-
ly of our study and thatwerewritten simply to be read. It is possible that
the syntactic surprisal values of our stimuli are more representative of
what people would typically encounter in day-to-day linguistic con-
texts. We hypothesize that the combination of differences in stimulus
materials and reading time methods may be at least partly responsible
for the difference in reading time results across studies. We note also
that the lack of any effect of syntactic surprisal in the two middle sur-
prisal quartiles that we included in the fMRI analysis was borne out
over the entire range of syntactic surprisal values: In an unreported
analysis we found no significant reading time effects in the eyetracking
record as a function of syntactic surprisal over the full data set. At the
same time, we did observe clear overall (n-gramplus syntactic) surpris-
al effects on reading time, consistent with previous literature.

We note that although syntactic surprisal captures an important as-
pect of syntactic difficulty, it is only one method for assessing syntactic
processing. For example, Hale et al. (2015) and Brennan et al. (2010)
operationalized syntactic complexity as a count of the number of syn-
tactic nodes needed to integrate eachword into the phrase structure, re-
lating difficulty to the density of syntactic nodes associated with a word
(Frazier, 1985; Hawkins, 1994). Another approach might be to imple-
ment a metric based on the dependency-locality theory, which relates
processing difficulty to the amount of integration required and the dis-
tance overwhich that integrationmust take place (Gibson, 1998, 2000).
The fixation-related fMRI approach for studying natural reading used
here provides a newmethod for investigating and comparing the effects
of these alternative measures of syntactic complexity.

In conclusion, from a theoretical perspective, our results are impor-
tant in showing that the psycholinguistic construct of syntactic surprisal
produces a clear neurocognitive effect during reading. Indeed, syntactic
surprisal modulates activity in two areas of the brain typically associat-
ed with syntactic processing. More generally, syntactic surprisal
produces activation in cortical regions that have been associated with
prediction in language. These results provide evidence for the
neurocognitive reality of the theoretical construct of syntactic surprisal.
From a methodological perspective, the clear fMRI effects that we ob-
served in the absence of eye movement effects suggest that FIRE fMRI
canprovide a unique source of evidence for testing theoretical questions
in language processing during reading, supplementing the behavioral
methods often used in psycholinguistics. These results in turn suggest
that FIRE fMRI can provide an important source of evidence for testing
theories of language representation and computation “in the wild”
without the need to examine highly difficult (and often unnatural) syn-
tactic forms.
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